United Nations International Year of Indigenous Languages 2019

How the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning worked to promote and preserve First Peoples’ Languages

Produced two place naming documentaries

Woowookarung (Place of plenty) Explaining the Wathaurung language

Budj Bim (High head) Celebrating the Gunditj Mirring language at the home of the oldest aquaculture systems in the world

Hold eight award-winning Our Languages Matter workshops
  - Good Design Award Australia ‘Green Tick’ for social impact
  - Premier’s Design Award ‘Finalist’
  - IPAA ‘Human Centred’ Design Award ‘Finalist’

Ran three place naming workshops for councils. These highlighted legislative requirements and supported the increase of Aboriginal place names

These brought together Traditional Owner groups and state and local government authorities to increase Aboriginal place naming throughout Victoria

International Mother Language Day launched the year of Aboriginal language initiatives

Invested in the 2019 Indigenous Mapping Workshop in Perth

Delivered engagement opportunities with Victoria’s 11 Registered Aboriginal Parties to name departmental meeting rooms to promote Aboriginal language

120+ words provided

Sponsored the River of Language Exhibition at the Melbourne Museum

Promoted our leadership in embedding Aboriginal language in place naming by addressing the United Nations Group of Experts on Geographic Names in New York at the UN headquarters

Enhanced the VICNAMES Register of Geographic Names to highlight Aboriginal names and their stories

Investment committed for 2020 Indigenous Mapping Workshop Melbourne with DELWP as major sponsor

Launched the first Intergovernmental group on Aboriginal Initiatives and collaborated with DELWP’s Aboriginal Inclusion Support Branch

The United Nations declared an International Decade of Indigenous Languages (2022 – 2032)
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